MODEL

A-11836

Fits Toro
Multi-Pro 5800

Can-Do Cabs.

Efficiency. Comfort. Productivity
Cozy Cabs are designed and built to
fit your Toro machine. Easy, efficient
installation and a comfortable interior
lead to increased productivity. The allsteel welded construction stands up
to the elements, so you don’t have to.
Cabs for the Multi-Pro 5800 provide
360° all-around visibility. Attention to
detail in our design and construction
means a safer, more stylish result for
you.

The Cozy Cab Difference.
Cozy Cab was born from an idea that
aftermarket cabs, sunshades, and accessories
should integrate with your tractor in fit,
look, and function. Designed and built with
quality, Cozy Cab products place a premium
on efficiency, comfort, and productivity.
Installation is quick and easy. Cozy Cab
products are offered only through industryleading registered dealers and distributors.
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TOMPPS-041516

Cab Standard Features
Steel welded frame
Two extra wide full-view doors with
gas shocks for easy access and machine
servicing
Industrial quality rotary door latch
White ABS plastic roof
Green tempered safety glass
Ships fully assembled in crate

Cab Optional Accessories
A-11838 Wiper kit
A-11840 Full view interior mirror
A-11841 Air conditioner kit

Cab Specifications
Height: 81” ground to top of roof/90”
from ground to top of AC
Ship weight: 470 lbs. (AC not included)

Sunshade Kit
A-11837 Sunshade roof and frame

Air conditioning unit

Sunshade Optional
Accessories
A-11842 Front window for sunshade
frame
A-11840 Full view interior mirror

Optional sunshade and front window kits.

Sunshade Specifications
Ship weight: 150 lbs.

NOTE: Suspension upgrade required.
Contact your Toro Distributor to purchase
Toro PN #99-0569 heavy duty leaf springs.

Full view interior mirror
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